Program 2: Cultured Meat Safety Workshops
Participants List

1. Ronit Bakimer and Didier Toubia; Aleph Farms, Israel
2. Joshua March; Artemys Foods, USA
3. Maria Abyzova and Askar Latyshev; ArtMeat, Russia
4. Carrie Chan and Mario Chin; Avant Meats, Hong Kong
5. Shannon Falconer; Because Animals, USA
6. Oded Shoseyov and Tzvi Zvirin; BioBetter, Israel
7. Katie Kam; BioBQ, USA
8. Íñigo Charola; Biotech Foods, Spain
9. Lou Cooperhouse, Lauran Madden and Noreen Hobayan; BlueNalu, USA
10. Sebastian Rakars; Bluu Biosciences, Germany
11. Christophe Chantre, Grant Michael Gonzalez, and Luke MacQueen; Boston Meats, USA
12. Stefano Biressi, Luciano Conti, Giulia Fioravanti and Stefano Lattanzi; Bruno Cell, Italy
13. Josh Pollack and Valentin Fulga; Cell Ag Tech, Canada
14. Sofia Giampoli; Cell Farm Food Tech, Argentina
15. Viknish Krishnan-Kutty; Cellivate Technologies, Singapore
16. Marianne Ellis and Illud Dunsford; Cellular Agriculture Ltd., UK
17. Leo Groenewegen; CellulaREvolution Ltd, UK
18. Ian Johnson and John Pattison; Cultured Decadence, USA
19. Steven Rees and Jose Morachis; Defined Bioscience, Inc., USA
20. Brandon Chen and Shannon Cosentino-Roush; Finless Foods, USA
21. Niya Gupta; Fork & Goode, USA
22. Jalene Anderson-Baron and Matt Anderson-Baron; Future Fields, Canada
23. Nicolas Morin-Forest; Gourmey, France
24. Nick Beaumont; Heuros, Australia
25. Benjamina Bollag and Ruth Helen Faram; Higher Steaks, UK
26. Yuki Hanyu; Integriflora, Japan
27. Vitor Santo; JUST, USA
28. Tiziano Barberi and Dave Schnettler; Lab Farm Foods, USA
29. Eric Jenkusky and Jed Johnson; Matrix Meats, USA
30. Romana Vanova-Hrmirik; Meatable, Netherlands
31. David Kay, Eric Schulze, Meri Firpo, and Deepti Kulkarni; Memphis Meats, USA
32. Lavanya Anandan, Luke Grocholl, and Dario Kolenko; Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany
33. Fedon Moog; Mirai Foods, Switzerland
34. Dwayne Holmes; Mosa Meat, Netherlands
35. Cai Linton and Reka Tron; Multus Media, UK
36. Shubhankar Takle; Myoworks, India
37. Nicholas Legendre, Alex Rajangam, and Brian Spears; New Age Meats, USA
38. Nieves Martinez Marshall and Michelle Lu; Novel Farms, USA
39. Masataka Minami; NUProtein, Japan
40. Patricia Bubner; Orbillion Bio, USA
41. Nina Buffi, Witold Maniowski, Jordi Morales-Dalmau, and Jan Saam; OSPIN, Germany
42. David Brandes and Paul Mozdziak; Peace of Meat, Belgium
43. Ka Yi Ling and Durga Sathiakumar; Shiok Meats, Singapore
44. Karolis Rosickas and Steve Oh; SingCell, Singapore
45. Beth Loberant; SuperMeat, Israel
46. France-Emmanuelle Adil and Clément Carlier; Tiamat Sciences, Belgium
47. George Peppou; Vow, Australia
48. Charles Cuerrier; Whiteboard Foods, Canada
49. Aryé Elfenbein; Wildtype, USA
50. Two industry representatives from an undisclosed cultured meat company